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Welcome To The QR Bunker

We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

We are researchers who deal in open-source information, reasoned argument, and dank memes. We do battle in the sphere of ideas and ideas only. We neither need nor condone the use of force in our work here.
+++
VINCIT OMNIA VERITAS
SEMPER FIDELIS
WWG1WGA
+++++
README FIRST, THEN PROCEED TO LURK: https://8kun.top/qresearch/welcome.html

To all anons
This board was born during the 8chan QResearch 93 day hiatus from Aug 5 - Nov 2 2019. Dough was revised in Jan 2021. Anons from any Q platform are welcome here.
PLEASE NOTE: This is a free speech board. For our purposes here, free speech excludes illegal content, spam, hardcore porn, gore, or personal attacks.
Thank for understanding.

Q's Latest Posts
see on original /qresearch/ board --- 8kun.top/qresearch/catalog.html
[not recorded here because this is a backup board for use mainly when 8kun is down (and Q is not posting)]

Q's Private Board --- https://8kun.top/projectdcomms/ | Q's Trip-code: Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6

All Q's posts, archived here --- qanon.app (qanon.pub) , qmap.pub, qalerts.pub
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Global Notables
BU board if 8kun goes down or place to post graphics/vids
How to Make Reports for CP, etc. >>115421, >>116414
ANONS, Please bake & note - HERE"S HOW >>113476
How to ask questions about ENDCHAN >>113474, End Admin Comments >>115424
NOTICE TO SHILLS: NOTICE TO SHILLS: muh joos, muh girl, spam, anti-boomer & other BS will be DELETED
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Notables are not endorsements

#327
>>117524 Fox News Weatherman Viciously Beaten by Group of Teens on NYC Subway
>>117536 MTG - Children are our greatest blessing and we have a great responsibility to protect them
>>117543 Navy to change Pilot call sign protocol after minority aviators report bias
>>117544, >>117564, >>117579, >>117597, >>117601, >>117646 Antifa Terrorists Are Back ReeEEeE Stream
>>117547, >>117563, >>117664, >>117665 Approval of the report and recommendations of the Task Force on Nursing Homes and Long-Term Care
>>117573 Excess deaths in Australia, the Morticians cannot keep up, and not enough room to bury the dead
>>117591, >>117639 planefag
>>117637 Pedos on the Police Force
>>117645 @realDonaldTrump - A great honor to have won the Senior Club Championship at Trump International Golf Club
>>117655 Donald Trump re-Truthing this, how the Blackmailed NY Communists are doing whatever they want because Communists have control of EVERYTHING
>>117658 72-year-old gunman open fired in a crowded nightclub in Monterey Park, Calif., as revelers celebrated the Lunar New Year, killing 10
>>117659 What The Heck Is Going On At ABC News! Anchor Dead, Wife Arrested
>>117660 WEF - You won't own a car. Instead you get one from a ride sharing service. Which is controlled, and if they don't like you, no ride for you
>>117661 (you) Why are they hiding this about Klaus Schwab and the WEF? Redacted with Clayton Morris
>>117676 Know Deinen Enemy Part 1, Ritual abuse
>>117684, >>117685 >>117686, >>117687, >>117688, >>117689, >>117691, >>117701, >>117723, >>117724 The Swamp Today, Monday, January 23, 2023
>>117695, Africa Is Starkly Unvaccinated, And Starkly Unvanquished By COVID
>>117696 Bio-weapon Targeting - Israeli Government Partnered With Pfizer To Compile Genetic Database Of Population
>>117700 1st Amendment Under Siege As Journalists Are Now Being Detained In America
>>117705 Doctors [baffled] by Sudden Adult Death Syndrome (SADS) in healthy young people
>>117708, World Map of 5G Field Trial
>>117718, Kash Patel - Hunter Biden’s Laptop Lead To The DoJ Discovery’s Of Biden’s Stolen Classified Documents
>>117721, >>117755, >>117759 FBI official who investigated Trump ties to Russia arrested for illegal ties to Russia
>>117732 (you) 3 deputies shot in Dodge City shootout, suspect dead
>>117737 Deep State under increasing public skepticism
>>117742 Nantucket, island off Cape Cod, Massachusetts residents furious about plans to build affordable housing complex on island
>>117743, >>117744 WA state - Medical License Board Comes After Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole
>>117745 The United States Is Insolvent
>>117750 The False Promise of Electric Car
>>117756, >>117764 (you) Dr. Richard Urso, MD Hydroxychloroquine allows viruses to attack cancer cells while leaving healthy cells, healthy
>>117761, >>117762, The Spike Protein, in Essence, Acts as a Progeria (aging) Drug
>>117763 Did Hunter Biden Receive Classified Information on Ukraine From Joe Biden – Then Email Info to Business Partner Devon Archer?
>>117771 (you) #327
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#326-A
>>116753 More examples of "dies suddenly"
>>116755 Common Sense Pamphlet
>>116779 SEC Charges Avraham Eisenberg with Manipulating Mango Markets’ “Governance Token” to Steal $116 Million of Crypto Assets
>>116799 World moving closer to ‘irreversible’ disaster – Chomsky
>>116842 Bombshell in Late Friday FBI Data Dump – MUELLER Claimed Seth Rich Not Involved in Russia Collusion Email Scandal Without Ever Examining Rich’s Work Laptop
>>116874, >>116881, >>117345, >>117354 Clockfag: QClock January 20, 2023 - Codes Command Action 2nd Confirmation; At The Ready
>>116913, >>117038, >>117040, >>117041, >>117053, >>117099 UK Bread anons find sequences embedded in timestamps/dates of ALL the Q posts
>>116928 They found more classified documents of Joe's on Friday
>>116992 George Santos admits to dressing up as woman, but denies he was a ‘drag queen’
>>116999 Freight, additives, genes, car parts and angel numbers
>>117034 Antifa protesters mimic George Floyd screaming 'I can't breathe' as they're pinned down and arrested in Atlanta
>>117036 Gay couple charged with molesting their adopted sons also pimped them out to pedophile ring, report claims
>>117042 Silk calls out BLM activist Marc Lamont Hill for 'lies' about partner Diamond, days after she dies
>>117071 PDJT: They created this Documents mess for themselves by being so totally DERANGED about me, and I did NOTHING WRONG!!!
>>117073, >>117074, >>117112, >>117299, >>117319 At least 9 dead in shooting at Lunar New Year's Eve party near Los Angeles
>>117077 Jack Posobeic: Silk stood right in front of Trump and told him the vaccine killed Diamond and there needs to be an investigation into why people are suddenly dropping dead
>>117117, >>117120, >>117129, >>117130, >>117132 Has anyone ever deep dug on the GRAPHIC, KEY and KEYSTONE?
>>117127 Looks like the housing bubble is about to pop
>>117136 SHE LIED! Church Says NO EXORCISM Took Place at Pelosi Home
>>117145 IAI Develops a Hybrid Loitering EO-Guided Missile for US Irregular Warfare
>>117163 U.S. president-elect Joe Biden's visits to Romania and what was on their agenda
>>117174 Former Arizona AG Attorney Joins Abe Hamadeh’s Election Challenge Team Due to New AG ‘Targeting’ Her
>>117176 Administrator Samantha Power with Yahoo! Finance Live at the World Economic Forum
>>116746 #326 A
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#326-B
>>117219 Harris Delivers Remarks Commemorating Roe v. Wade
>>117223 Pressure grows on Germany on tanks to break Ukraine war stalemate
>>117235 National News Literacy Week fuckery afoot bun
>>117245 10th Grade Teacher Tells A Shocking Story About America's Modern "Educational" System
>>117246 @LTCTheresaLonghas a long line of posts with VAERS and suddenly links
>>117252 5 year Delta Jan 22
>>117320 USDOE Report to Congress Dec 2022: Keystoe XL Extension Permit Revocation: Energy Costs and Job Impacts
>>117324 President George W. Bush Authorized Shootdown of Hijacked Airplanes on 9/11—But Only After Three Planes Had Already Crashed
>>117342 The now infamous Cancel Culture Clause in the Crowder contract proposal from Daily Wire
>>117346 Uncovered Email Names Joe Biden in Oil Deal with China - Then Later in 2022 Biden Sold National Oil Reserves to Hunter Connected Chinese Company
>>117363, >>117364 In regards to the Amendments to the WHO's International Health Regulations which they've submitted for approval on January 15th in opposition to the public will
>>117374 The Real Story Behind Mall Security Asking Man to Remove ‘Jesus Saves’ T-shirt
>>117375 Son of Democrat House Minority Whip Katherine M. Clark arrested for assaulting cop during Boston Antifa event
>>117385, >>117388 #Russia Navy frigate 'Admiral Gorshkov' believed to be near #Bermuda #Atlantic Ocean,, before sailing to #Mediterranean. Frigate is armed with nuclear hypersonic cruise missiles #Zirkon and obviously is making a 'show of force' near #Washington #US #OSINT
>>117394 CNN cap - Torrance Shooter License Plate
>>117407 Google employees scramble for answers after layoffs
>>117416, >>117412 Donald Trump Jr. "Listen To What They're Planning For Us at Davos"
>>117428, >>117436 Ghislaine Maxwell claims Prince Andrew, Virginia Giuffre photo 'fake,' has 'no memory' of the pair meeting
>>117430 Reminder - Wikileaks PROSPECTIVE TRAVEL OF CODEL BIDEN, 1977
>>117438, >>117440,>>117442 President Biden's former COVID-19 czar Jeff Zients will soon replace Ron Klain as White House chief of staff
>>116746 #326
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#325
>>116605, >>116606, >>116607, >>116608, >>116609, >>116610, >>116611, >>116612, >>116613, >>116614, >>116615, >>116616, >>116661 The Swamp Today Thursday, January 19, 2023
>>116620 Lawsuit Filed Over Unconstitutional Illinois Rifle Ban
>>116626 New Chinese Study Shows that More than Four COVID Jabs Produced Near Complete Collapse of Immune System in Mice
>>116630 Speaker of the House Kevin McCarthy announces that effective immediately, there will be no more proxy voting
>>116633, >>116634, >>116635, >>116636, >>116637, >>116638, >>116640 Twitter - Facebook Files Drop
>>116639 State media reports Russia has built its first batch of Poseidon doomsday torpedoes, one of Putin's 'super weapons'
>>116642, >>116644 Mike not-related-Rothschild claims to know the meaning of "the storm is upon us"
>>116646 SpaceX is targeting Thursday, January 19 for a Falcon 9 launch of 51 Starlink satellites
>>116647, >>116649 "The WEF Is described as Group of Supervillains, But Also Hilariously Idiotic – Not Just Evil, Buffoonish" - Tucker Carlson
>>116650 Martha Stewart un-vaccinated should be executed - Newspunch
>>116652 France Grinds To Halt Over Nationwide Pension Strikes
>>116653 GOP Rep. Announces Plans to Investigate AT&T and Verizon for Blacklisting Conservative Network OAN
>>116654 DeSantis announced initiative “Prescribe Freedom” to make “permanent in Florida statute” medical freedom
>>116657, >>116658 Inside The Facebook Files: Emails Reveal CDC's Role In Silencing COVID-19 Dissent
>>116660, >>116662, >>116694 Bank of America customers fume over negative balances, missing Zelle cash
>>116665 Election Fraud Database Tops 1,400 Cases
>>116667 John Kerry says an 'extra terrestrial' force brought people to Davos to 'save the planet' in speech
>>116668, >>116675 Lewrockwell - FAA changed the EKG parameter range for pilots
>>116681 Governor Glenn Youngkin of Virginia (R.) has blocked the construction of an electric car battery plant that he said was "a front for China
>>116682 Corruption: CDC Knowingly Left Serious Adverse Events Off Post-Vaccination Surveys
>>116684, >>116685, >>116686, >>116687, >>116688, >>116689 The Swamp Today Friday, January 20, 2023
>>116691 Americans amoung killed in Nepal plane crash
>>116695 NIH-FDA Immunology Interest Group: Mammalian DNases and their role
>>116701 Former NHS Director of End-of-Life Care, wrote account of the changes to the system of reporting deaths implemented in the NHS
>>116706 Siemens Chairman Calls for ‘Billion People to Stop Eating Meat’ at World Economic Forum
>>116708 Hero Doctor Arrested For Saving Lives Of Children By Using Saline Instead Of mRNA Clot Shots
>>116712 A novel strain of antibiotic-resistant gonorrhea has been identified in Massachusetts
>>116713 Secretary Austin and General Milley Brief on $2.5 Billion Ukraine
>>116716 Epoch Times - Illinois State 88% of Counties refuse to Enforce Ban on Guns
>>116717 Governments Now Forcing New Discriminatory Medical Policies To Prohibit Healthcare Services
>>116718 The Truth About Steven Crowder's $50 MILLION DOLLAR Feud with Ben Shapiro's Daily Wire
>>116720 Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee introduced a bill “Leading Against White Supremacy Act of 2023” for making speech that vilifies or is directed against any non-White person or group illegal and criminalizing
>>116724 The Price of Gas and Friend/Enemy Distinction by Pastor Andrew Isker
>>116601 #325

Previously Collected Notables
>>116115 #322, >>116237 #323 B, >>116237 #323 A, >>116457 #324
>>115628 #318, >>115758 #319, >>115885 #320, >>115989 #321
>>115055 #314, >>115382 #315, >>115395 #316 >>115503 #317
>>114373 #310, >>114433 #311, >>114631 #312 >>114903 #313
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( YouTube Embed )

DOUGH
https://fullchan.net/?025395e9f42a3d82#849JPtWe6GH7owCjDEFWScaWEUbHKJwrHfxWbaK4vLNA

https://youtube.com/watch?v=mz63dGC8Ls0 [Embed]
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(32.67 KB 530x500 4ij6Osut30De.jpeg)

this world is completely shit. beware. pray for forgiveness. repent in your heart. you might be saved if it is truly from the heart. otherwise god laughs at your insincerity. the kingdom of god is at hand.

(825.51 KB 510x828 Senate Revision to the House-passed...) (502.21 KB 957x277 Senate Revisions to the House-passe...)
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>>117782
"...shall not be infringed"
Senate Revisions to the House-passed Amendments to the Constitution, September 9, 1789
Ensuring Essential Freedoms

During the ratification of the U.S. Constitution in 1787-1788, many people felt the document lacked sufficient protection for citizens’ individual rights and liberties. George Mason, author of the 1776 Virginia Declaration of Rights, warned of the government’s usurpation of liberties without specific
protections in the Constitution. Some states, when ratifying the Constitution, included amendments specifying individual rights. To broaden support for the new Constitution, the First Congress proposed a series of amendments that became today’s Bill of Rights.

https://www.visitthecapitol.gov/artifact/senate-revisions-house-passed-amendments-constitution-september-9-1789

(3.22 MB 1400x802 Janet.png) (1.00 MB 1000x1048 ▶Anonymous (You) Just now112643 No...) (1.39 MB 820x593 capture_1453_23012023_112405.png)
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Sam's Place is comfy.
Combat Crud is fun.
Soon.
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( YouTube Embed )

JULIAN ASSANGE AND THE US GOVERNMENT’S WAR ON WHISTLEBLOWERS
<JANUARY 20, 2023
https://therealnews.com/julian-assange-and-the-us-governments-war-on-whistleblowers
https://youtube.com/watch?v=QOC-c0QdfEo [Embed]
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Hungary military purge? 170 generals and officers 'relieved of their duties'
<Fri, 20 Jan 2023 08:28 UTC
https://www.sott.net/article/476567-Hungary-military-purge-170-generals-and-officers-relieved-of-their-duties
According to the politician, "this means that a NATO exemption is currently underway at the Hungarian Armed Forces", since "the 45-year-old officers and generals are soldiers with international experience, who speak languages   and have socialized in NATO". Vadai also spoke about the fact that the
purpose of the measures is to ensure that political loyalty is the guiding principle in the Hungarian Armed Forces from now on.
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=8VtFYgcfkuk [Embed]
Kid Rock - Never Quit (Official Video)
Kid Rock
1.96M subscribers
1,811,633 views Sep 13, 2022
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>>117786
Hungary did this for a reason?
what is their reason?
SHOW Normies their reason?
dig meme PRAY
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>>117785
they are doing j6 political prisoners like Assange?
of course Assange had to endure moar longer
what does the law say to do to fake leaders who abuse their power?
with garland in charge what will change?
so how to remove garland?
what sequence of events must occur to remove garland?
can People work together to accomplish that goal?
if the goal is accomplished what will change?
is that change worth it?
>work together
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Z7s36Hx9dl4 [Embed]
American Muscle
Tyson James
135K subscribers
10,152 views Feb 10, 2022
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=2vWaXkjsTxY [Embed]
The Twitter Files
Forgiato Blow - Topic
8.58K subscribers
2,555 views Dec 4, 2022
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Back at it again with a little botspam, I see

(49.76 KB 637x695 biden docs troop movements oef oif ...) (172.45 KB 639x688 here comes the far right 01232023.p...) (95.65 KB 1020x1047 Sara Libs of tiktok vs china 011920...) (62.19 KB 669x631 antifa riot atlanta 01222023.png)

(49.65 KB 872x1210 task force on nursing home and long...)
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(181.15 KB 815x1217 nursing home scandal nypost 0615202...) (67.58 KB 843x1234 from 03012020 to 01192021 fatalitie...) (67.45 KB 905x1229 attorney general report 01282021 do...) (71.57 KB 869x1219 march 25 2020 directive cuomo_1.png)

(73.00 KB 906x1188 china covid first death 01112020.pn...)
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>random reaction vid
https://youtube.com/watch?v=Xrvwl5brrj4 [Embed]
God we need you now reaction-Struggle Jennings,Caitlynne Curtis (Rob Reacts)
Rob Reacts
7.79K subscribers
9,164 views Aug 16, 2022 #caitlynnecurtis #strugglejennings #godweneedyounow

(51.33 KB 592x1022 Theresa testified next to Ernest Ra...) (113.50 KB 596x1130 davos 2019 bill gates vaccines albe...) (115.08 KB 624x1070 baby vaccine hydroxychloroquine.png) (163.74 KB 775x1194 homemade pizza fjb End 01222023.png)

(145.36 KB 1100x800 zients timeline.png)
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(206.69 KB 989x1261 fox 01222023.png) (413.35 KB 1285x1271 10 dead monterey mass shooting 0122...) (162.27 KB 832x460 swamp nancy mace.png) (205.61 KB 640x763 Wendy Diamond 01212023.png) (44.46 KB 575x551 vaccines in food supply bill gates ...)
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(63.94 KB 714x1126 Mike Flynn Jr gq article 10022017.p...) (85.04 KB 669x1060 Flynn Jr Trump.png) (70.68 KB 665x1137 Flynn comey Trump doj memo 01222023...) (89.20 KB 677x1111 comey Trump Flynn 01222023.png) (104.35 KB 848x1219 Flynn kt mcfarland transition team ...)
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...Bots hitting 8kun, again. Fucked.
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>>117800
Botspam at 5 am in the morning on tuesday
It's almost as if these attackers are from another country...
on a different continent...
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=ZHw4UI6pew0 [Embed]
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene: Antifa are the ground troops of the Democrat party
Fox News
10.3M subscribers
87,185 views Jan 23, 2023 #foxnews #tuckercarlson

(407.89 KB 1920x1080 follow the white rabbit.jpg) (50.13 KB 297x248 Watkins Kikes.png) (141.35 KB 297x249 htbrd.png) (131.58 KB 270x444 3759f8df0ade6e56c12dec328fd4a569fb6...)
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Keck, hooknosed >Watkins Spambots!
Every fucking time, hooknosed mongrels try to hide the truth!
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>>117800
Hooknosed multikultiglobohomo Watkinsbots!

(1.31 MB 501x915 capture_1102_18012023_164742.png) (1.51 MB 1071x492 capture_193_20012023_222703.png) (1.48 MB 1096x470 capture_222_20012023_232540.png) (2.15 MB 1190x630 capture_433_21012023_045217.png)

(1.79 MB 1195x523 capture_475_21012023_060227.png)
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>>117800
>...Bots hitting
good times...
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>>117805
(((SHILLS))) = All hooknosed mongrels ww!
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Egg smuggling cases double at US-Mexico border as prices skyrocket

https://news.yahoo.com/travelers-mexico-smuggling-raw-eggs-170222403.html
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>>117805
>good times...
slit teh throat of zombie shills
>leave em where they drop
the end is nigh
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>>117805
dazzling tactics
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moar bots needed over here
>shills are stupid
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BOOM!
>such fun
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Son of the Leifheit Dynasty found dead in luxury hotel
Philipp Schuler-Voith found lifeless in hotel
The son of entrepreneur Robert Schuler-Voith (69, formerly Leifheit) and his ex-wife Brigitte died at the age of 38. According to prosecutors, the incident happened two weeks ago.

What exactly happened is still unclear. “As usual with such deaths, the public prosecutor’s office is investigating the circumstances together with the police,” explains a spokesman.

Over the decades, the Schuler-Voith family has built up a successful business with the household appliance manufacturer Leifheit and the metal press company Schuler. Her fortune is estimated at around one billion euros. In 2015, however, the family withdrew from the Leifheit business after 30
years. Philipp Schuler-Voith wanted to follow in the successful footsteps of his parents.
https://germany.detailzero.com/celebrities/351708/Son-of-the-Leifheit-Dynasty-found-dead-in-luxury-hotel.html
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no bag limit
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Thought they would never lose and did not adapt.
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Hello & Good Morning, Bunk Bunk!
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Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The FBI guy after me for the Russia, Russia, Russia HOAX, long before my Election as President, was just arrested for taking money from Russia, Russia, Russia. May he Rot In Hell!

Jan 24, 2023, 1:37 AM

https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/posts/109742800606188134
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>>117806 (you)
BOTS NEEDED OVER HERE
>3-cork bot tactic
3 and dun
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>>117808
>Thank you Jim
Muhahahaha, brain-dead hooknosed mongrel brat!
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Chuck Callesto
@ChuckCallesto

Are you bothered by Donald Trump's position on the vaccines?

YES or NO?

12:47 AM · Jan 24, 2023

https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1617760998865403904
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>>117813
>moar bots needed over here
>>shills are stupid
Yeah, you nhooknosed brain-dead jiddish clownkids are like bots!

(142.10 KB 480x360 PULL!.mp4) (7.25 MB 1920x1080 Happy Trails.mp4)
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>>117823 (you)
Enjoy!
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>>117823 (you)
not a joke
cursed for insulting a host.
laugh it off, idiot
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>>117827
not a joke
cursed for insulting a host.
laugh it off, idiot
STFU hooknosed Bastard!
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>>117800
even when there were no bots it was full of idiots
Like for Occupy Wallst. the FEDs just sent the mentally ill
no need to hire, just point.
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>even when there were no bots it was full of idiots
Yeah, like you brain-dead fuck!
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R A W S A L E R T S
@rawsalerts

🚨#BREAKING: We made a map that shows California Mass shootings that happened in the past three days

📌Montery Park CA - 11 dead 10 injured
📌Half Moon Bay CA - 7 dead 1 injured
📌Oakland CA - 1 dead 7 Injured

1:34 AM · Jan 24, 2023

https://twitter.com/rawsalerts/status/1617772769386848257
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>>117831
I guess Cal is suffering it's earthquake
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https://rumble.com/v26q6y8-thoughts-on-trumps-vaccine-stance.html

Jordan Sather
41.4K followers
1 day ago
Thoughts on Trump's Vaccine Stance
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>>117783
what's with the "X"'s?
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>We made a map
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https://youtube.com/watch?v=Xfha0xERMoA [Embed]
Mike Pompeo: Adam Schiff told this story knowing it was false | Brian Kilmeade Show
Fox News
10.3M subscribers
8,274 views Jan 24, 2023 The Brian Kilmeade Show
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Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

Two mass shootings in California, days apart.

This time in Half Moon Bay. The heartbreak for the victims and their families is unimaginable.

This grief is preventable. We don’t have to endure constant gun tragedies.

We can act.

If Republicans in Congress showed some courage.

9:28 PM · Jan 23, 2023

https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1617710931731152898
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false
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>>117832
That's what happens when you let the hooknosed mongrels do their thing and don't slap them to death.
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false
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>>117837
One thing is for sure- It's not the Bagel Eaters after your weapons.
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>>117779
ThanQ Bunker Baker!
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ThanQ Bunker Baker!
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>>117843
Brain-dead hooknosed mongrel!!!
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>>117833
if Trump can't warn the People re vax then who will warn the People?
dig MEME PRAY
the right meme can be a great warning?
msm is no match against a thousands of memes?
kek
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Fox News
@FoxNews

FDA to propose yearly COVID vaccines like annual flu shots for Americans
foxnews.com
FDA to propose yearly COVID vaccines like annual flu shots for Americans
The Food and Drug Administration will meet later this week to weigh a proposal to treat COVID-19 vaccines like the annual flu shot, simplifying the process for many Americans.

6:50 AM · Jan 24, 2023

https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1617852231067529217
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<117840
adapt or die
>too late
Ready?
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>>117850 (you)
that's you.
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>>117854
I'm the one you stupid pigs have to thank for this whole movement! Brain dead filthy brutes! Ungrateful rabble!
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Ali Alexander
@ali

Q used to steal material from me

1:09 AM · Jan 24, 2023

https://twitter.com/ali/status/1617766520205246465
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With the sudden crackdown on anything 'j_w',and nothing else, you wonder if the bot attacks are from our best ally Isn'treal, the threat delivered is to shut down 8kun, unless they halt all banter naming (((them))). Every time the discussion goes heavily in that direction the bots show up.
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>>117851
>if Trump can't warn the People re vax then who will warn the People?
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George Soros is the most dangerous man in America. The investor is intent on remaking the country to his liberal image, from our foreign policy priorities to undermining our criminal-justice system. This week, The Post takes a look at the reach of Soros’ billions. In this second essay, Matt Palumbo,
author of “The Man Behind the Curtain: Inside the Secret Network of George Soros,” examines Soros investments in liberal propaganda.
A new report from the Media Research Center has exposed connections between billionaire liberal financier George Soros and 54 prominent media figures. As documented by its authors Joseph Vazquez and Dan Schneider, these include reporters, anchors, columnists, editors, news executives, and
journalists.
Among the highest profile media figures revealed to have connections to Soros, often due to them sitting on boards of organizations he funds, include:
CNN’s Christiane Amanpour sits on the board of the Center for Public Integrity, a nonprofit investigative journalism group funded by Soros, that critics charge mainly targets Republican fundraisers.
NBC’s Lester Holt, Washington Post’s Sally Buzbee, Associate Press Executive Editor Julie Pace, and Reuters Editor-in-Chief Alessandra Galloni all sit on the board of the Member of the Committee to Protect Journalists, a Soros-funded organization that purports to defend the rights of journalists.
CBS’ Margaret Brennan and CNN’s Fareed Zakaria serve on the board of the massively influential Council on Foreign Relations, a Soros-backed think tank specializing in U.S. foreign policy.
NBC’s Chairman Cesar Conde is on the Aspen Institute board, a Soros-backed think tank. In recent years they launched a left-leaning commission to combat so-called disinformation, and was implicated in the suppression of The New York Post’s Hunter Biden laptop story in the recently released
Twitter Files.
NPR’s President and CEO John Lansing is connected by the direct funding Soros gives his publication.
PolitiFact Editor-in-Chief Angie Dronbic Holan serves on the board of the Soros-backed International Fact-Checking Network, which has openly pressed Facebook to censor what they consider to be misinformation (i.e. anything that goes against the liberal narrative), and serves as the “high body” for
dozens of fact-checking organizations under its umbrella.
And it shows in their coverage. Not only does Soros fund the media to push his radical left agenda, his funding has the added effect of insulating him from criticism.
As Vazquez and Schneider include among their examples: During a PBS segment in 2018, Amanpour had on Hungary’s Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó and used the opportunity to accuse his boss, Prime Minister Viktor Orban, of being “anti-Semitic” for cracking down on the
billionaire’s influence in his country.

https://nypost.com/2023/01/23/how-george-soros-co-opts-the-media-and-keeps-criticism-down/
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>>117833
I don´t care what his stance is! My stance is, what matters!
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>>117821
And wouldn't you know it -- David Corn, who worked with Chris Steele to push the fake collusion narrative -- did the first story about this American lobbyist who was being targeted by McGonigal.

https://twitter.com/ChuckRossDC/status/1617629398693457920
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anon believes Ashcroft Showdown event was a way the Deep State was preparing to get formal permission for their crimes via Executive Order W. Bush.

related to what's happening now since the issue of secret Executive Orders has been brought up; Who used them; Is that why the issue of records has become a trigger-point.
Deep State is some religion that doesn't follow ten commandments. i.e Muh Jew FBI fail

comey didn't want to sign off.
So they passed off the sig to someone else

nothing to do with Jews (alright filthy muh Jew fbi) comey's catholic supposedly and W. Bush's are all Nazi Satanists
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>>117857
Jim and team are part of these fucks since end of 2019!
Enemy of the people.
I let them know I was writing here in the summer of 2019. After that the shit show started here, dozens of clowns I have stepped on the toes in my life, of course not without reason, dancing here to spread chaos! Rat kids! Hooknosed mongrels!
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Catching Sheriff's Department Covering up the Shooting of an Unarmed Man in Real Time

https://youtube.com/watch?v=QT87n-doR6g [Embed]

Common sense cop control is desperately needed.
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>>117834
Edits. Some of those words didn't make the cuts to final Bill of Rights.
Original declaration before Adams and Franklin corrected it:
https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/declara/ruffdrft.html
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Will You Fly With Only One Pilot in the Cockpit?
"A newly introduced bill in Congress – the Federal Aviation Administration reauthorization bill – calls for the FAA to allow for a single pilot operation, first in cargo aircraft. Similar legislation is pending in Europe to optimize commercial flights by reducing flight crew. In the long term, only one pilot will be
needed to perform the cockpit operation."
Bill being pushed by airline lobbyists.
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too bad it ws rigged.
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had matter
lurk,dig,archive
observe,seek,share

news does paint the map
a few examples...

democrat cities and states that msm tells us about all the time
definitely not places to live in. metaphorically speaking of course.

msm also told us about specific places in the world
where massive amounts of human trafficking was/is occuring.
again, as metaphor.

the news also gave us all the endless metaphors
of various types of space traffic, events and accomplishments.

there is a metaphorical reason msm showed us
each city around the world when trump took office.

and there are the metaphors of large price increases.
pipelines closed/offline.
shipping by boat minimized / halted.
nuclear reactors shutdown / decommissioned.
msm was very clear about these.

a metaphor requires a key.
often it is buried.
purpose of the dig.
expose what is buried to light.
so it may be reflected (mirror)
and exposed to awareness.

buried=unknown
msm has placed the X's on the map.
sequence... israel last.

one ring to bind them all.
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>>117863
albania; really.
? thats some weak soup.
just getting more lame every day.
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>one ring to bind them all.
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Value Added?
An excerpted press release today from the SEC:

The Securities and Exchange Commission today announced settled charges against Bloomberg Finance L.P. (Bloomberg) for misleading disclosures relating to its paid subscription service, BVAL, which provides daily price valuations for fixed-income securities to financial services entities.

The SEC’s order finds that from at least 2016 through October 2022, Bloomberg failed to disclose to its BVAL customers that the valuations for certain fixed-income securities could be based on a single data input, such as a broker quote, which did not adhere to methodologies it had previously
disclosed.

https://www.grantspub.com/resources/commentary.cfm
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>>117866 (you)
I wouldn't doubt that. Blackmail is my guess.
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>one ring to bind them all.
The wet dream of the rat-faced mongrels!
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--Think about the wonderful future, where we can use brainwaves to fight crime and be more productive.---

https://twitter.com/AloisIrlmaier/status/1617845710464126977?

Clique it. He really said it.
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 January  8,  2019,   01:27:04
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I know they are a bunch of hooknosed bastards who have a lot of dirt on them! I used to be friends with some of the people on that team, where do you think they got it all from.
Enemy of the people, DS Rats!
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https://twitter.com/healthbyjames/status/1617656862589222912

UN Regulator At WEF Warns Elon Musk:

If you don’t “behave” and regulate speech on Twitter, the UN will issue sanctions.
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>>117891 (you)
o, look who it is!
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Nah, habt ihr Viecher die Hosen schon voll? Lauft euch doch schonmal warm, ihr sooltet fit sein wenn ich komm um euch zu schlachten. Ich hätte gerne Gegner und keine Opfer!
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"harbingers of trouble".

https://twitter.com/Trollstoy88/status/1617653369736417280
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Thank you Baker, o7

Morning Bunker, o7
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God bless you and keep you from harm, this day and forever.
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THX! Keck!
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But the Watkins Kikes are in!
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Morning Frens
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Coming soon! WW3™
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muh visuals
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anons,
I did a couple of small digs on Skinny Joey Merlino.
There's rumors he stole the election for Biden and flipped.
I was trying to find a connection between Merlino and Four Seasons but couldn't connect.

I'll see if I can find muh dig

Trump and ex-Philly mob boss ‘Skinny Joey’ pose for pics at Florida resort
By Mark Moore
January 23, 2023

They’re golf-fellas.

Former President Donald Trump posed for a photo at his South Florida resort with convicted Philadelphia mobster Joseph “Skinny Joey” Merlino, according to a report Monday.  

Trump, 76,  is flanked by Merlino and his friend in the photo, which was taken earlier this month at the Trump International Golf Club in West Palm Beach and obtained by the Philadelphia Inquirer.  

The trio, wearing golf outfits, flash Trump’s customary thumbs-up sign in the pic.

Trump is wearing a red “Make America Great Again” hat, while Merlino’s friend has a red “Keep America Great” ball cap.

The Trump 2024 campaign kept the code of omertà when asked by the newspaper if the former president knew Merlino. 

“President Trump takes countless photos with people,” a Trump spokesperson  said after the Inquirer shared a copy of the photo. “That does not mean he knows every single person he comes in contact with.”
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God Bless You swordAnon
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What if the Mafia were just another wing of the Vatican, sorta like the CIA for dropouts?
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Interesting comments to read how people feel...

Juanita Broaddrick
@atensnut

I don’t know why some are turning their backs on President Trump.

He will never give up on us or America. Goodnight. 💤😴

1:59 AM · Jan 24, 2023

https://twitter.com/atensnut/status/1617779153738289152
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Mornin', Swordy!
Blessings upon you & yours, anons, QTeam, and operators in the field.
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Joey got fingered
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>muh visuals
>>117909

Clever, not! Brain-dead hooknosed mongrel!
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Trump golfing double, a bit shorter, heavier, and not as youthful.
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Morning, Sam.
Get that snow shoveled?
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Sacarifice one to the military, another to the Vatican, a 3rd to the Mob, maybe the 4th one can just live a peaceful life. That's why the old Catholic families had so many kids, the social taxes, paid in children's lives, was just too damn high?
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Morning Fren, o7
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busy week for the record-keeper-anon
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Warned earlier.
NATO has a hard-on for it.
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The silence is VERY disturbing

https://youtube.com/watch?v=o6cRElDxr0E [Embed]
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>>117911
>I'll see if I can find muh dig

EXCLUSIVE: How a Philly mob boss stole the election — and why he may flip on Joe Biden

The innermost circles of the American mafia are abuzz. The Boss of the Philly mob — ‘Skinny Joey’ Merlino — is taking a victory strut, hobnobbing around the highest echelons of old-time mafia folk, mostly in Florida, describing what may have been the heist of the century: the 2020 presidential
election.

The feat is drawing praise from far-flung corners of the Italian American business community, which sees the thanks of a grateful administration as key to the revival of the community’s political influence.

But an associate says that Merlino might just be willing to flip on Joe Biden and the Pennsylvania political operatives who ordered up some 300,000 election ballots marked for Biden. The source alleges that Merlino and a lean team of associates manufactured those ballots at a rate of $10 per ballot
— a whopping $3 million for three days of work. They were then packaged into non-descript cardboard boxes and dropped off outside the Philadelphia Convention Center.

Sources who spoke to The Chronicle on the condition of anonymity say that Merlino picked up those ballots from two private households where a trusted handful of associates were busily marking ballots with Sharpie markers. They were paid more than $1,000 per hour, often producing thousands of
ballots every hour for more than 60 nearly-consecutive hours.

The ballots were purchased in cash.

>>117919
>Trump golfing double, a bit shorter, heavier, and not as youthful.
ya. I also was thinking Trump Double.
then there's the PotatoCam with no autofocus
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right.

"philly man, whose incantations flipped 2020 election, offering up 2024 for a fee."
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Served his time for facilitating gambling.
Says he quit that life due to too many rats.

Philly mob ain't shit. Never was.
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Sherri Tenpenny warns that we'll see a "tsunami of deaths" in 2023 and that by the end of the year, everyone will have "a minimum of 5—probably 10 or more—close friends and family members that have died" from the COVID-19 vaccine.

https://twitter.com/Edwin07011/status/1617787309461573634
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> "tsunami of deaths"

dasting choice of words
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>I'll see if I can find muh dig
getting closer

Gianni had half of the name wrong
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I was always concerned that "Red Wave" meant exactly that.
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Was that why Giuliani did a press conference in front of the wrong Four Seasons?
Message that they knew where the fake ballots originated?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Seasons_Total_Landscaping_press_conference
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>>117936
Philly mob is mostly all about the labor unions, of course other vice too.They are a branch of the NYC mafia due to proximity. Any attempt to control their own area of South Jersey and Philly has always led to hits from NYC.
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Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

PAGE 1: My phone call to the Secretary of State of Georgia, and a second call which the Marxists, Communists, Racists, and RINOS don’t even want to talk about, were “PERFECT” calls. Many people, including lawyers for both sides, were knowingly on the line. I was protesting a RIGGED &
STOLEN Election, which evidence proves it was. I won Georgia by a lot, but only needed a small number of votes from that total number. They cheated in many ways including STUFFING Ballots, ALL CAUGHT LIVE ON TAPE...

Jan 24, 2023, 7:53 AM

https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/posts/109744279450346708

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

PAGE 2: With many people on the line on what was a PERFECT call protesting the Rigged Georgia Election, which I have a clear right to do, and in fact an obligation to do since I made the call as President, how come not one person said, while on the call, that I acted inappropriately, or made a
statement of protest at what I said, & then slammed down the phone. Not one, even with so many opposing people, lawyers, and others on the line. NO ADMONISHMENT at all. We nicely agreed to speak again….

Jan 24, 2023, 8:17 AM

https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/posts/109744374390590612
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3 "mass" shootings
3 Asian shooters
Maybe the point is that the CCP is really behind the madness?
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Morning, sweetie! It's supposed to be
a beautiful day! Enjoy!
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>What if the Mafia were just another wing of the Vatican, sorta like the CIA for dropouts?
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All good.
Big bun, busy day today it seems.
Enjoy your Covfefe.
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8:36 = 17 GM!
STOLLEN

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

PAGE 3: That was the call to Georgia. It was PERFECT, nothing done or said wrong. We agreed to continue our conversation at a later date. The other call, that was probably taped by them illegally, was so good that when the Washington Post heard it, they did a retraction and apology because they
were fed false information, perhaps by the Secretary of State’s office, and they were angry about it! The Election in Georgia was RIGGED AND STOLLEN. We have all the evidence needed. That is the CRIME!

Jan 24, 2023, 8:36 AM

https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/posts/109744449328023549
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glow niggers spamming the kun
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Johnson and Johnson announced, that their adenovector based HIV vaccine "was not effective in preventing HIV infection"

https://www.jnj.com/janssen-and-global-partners-to-discontinue-phase-3-mosaico-hiv-vaccine-clinical-trial
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7529856/
@USMortality

Despite the vaccine leading to successful antibody production in all test subjects, infections were not prevented.

We have essentially seen the same with the SARS-CoV-2 studies, where the manufacturers already seem to have known, that they wouldn't stop infection, hence they did not even define it as a study endpoint.
This begs the question, if antibodies are truly ever able to stop infections?
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>NASH EQUILIBRIUM

Game theorists use Nash equilibrium to analyze the outcome of the strategic interaction of several decision makers. In a strategic interaction, the outcome for each decision-maker depends on the decisions of the others as well as their own. The simple insight underlying Nash's idea is that one cannot
predict the choices of multiple decision makers if one analyzes those decisions in isolation. Instead, one must ask what each player would do taking into account what the player expects the others to do. Nash equilibrium requires that one's choices be consistent: no players wish to undo their decision
given what the others are deciding.
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>>117945
you did all that with no covfefe?
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For the hurting and afraid

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6yS_fVvrmXo
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dafug is this

https://twitter.com/Robert_Deragon/status/1617491935014551554
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GM baker
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Zelensky's statements on the helicopter crash that wiped out his Interior Ministry are becoming more surreal. In his most recent address, he lists their names and casts their deaths again in a highly nebulous fashion as "a result of the war". Nothing about an investigation.

https://twitter.com/baronitaigas/status/1616934492886687749
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>>117803 (you)
in every fucking shithole you'll find a bed wetting joo hater
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related
https://twitter.com/thetimes/status/1617870085984485376

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/ukraine-zelensky-deputy-head-resigns-corruption-inner-circle-d2n3jkfwr
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Castro helping anti-Semites, blames Quebec.
Something about allowing Muslims into Canada.
Anon's French is pretty weak.
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not looking himself lately.
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https://truthsocial.com/@KariLake/posts/109740969599714372

@KariLake
CONFIRMED: On Election Day, tabulators rejected nearly 1/4 MILLION Vote Attempts.

What happened here in Arizona was truly an assault on our Country. We must rectify this.

Join our fight: ⤵ 

SaveArizonaFund.com
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@KariLake

🚨 BOMBSHELL DISCOVERY 🚨
Today’s Senate Testimony CONFIRMS nearly 40,000 ballots illegally counted (10% of the signatures reviewed).

I think all the “Election Deniers” out there deserve an apology.
https://truthsocial.com/@KariLake/posts/109741040647289954
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https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/scared-to-leave-my-house-lake-worth-woman-describes-antisemitic-flyers-in-front-of-home/ar-AA16Fxro?ocid

WPBF West Palm Beach
View Profile
'Scared to leave my house': Lake Worth woman describes antisemitic flyers in front of home
Story by Sooji Nam • Yesterday 7:16 PM

This incident makes one of several recent cases of antisemitism in Palm Beach County.

Earlier this month, suspects used a projector to display swastika symbols over the AT&T building in West Palm Beach. Police said they're working with the State Attorney's office to see what charges may be possibly filed.
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Lets have a good day anons
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>glow niggers spamming the kun
Filthy hooknosed mongrels like you!
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I miss the days with the daily boom booms and this "what the fuck comes today"!
Now it is like some weird tippling with fingers on the table, knowing that the shit, coming in a massiv way will be some absolute brain fuck for many! I am comfy as fuck, mixed with something unexplainable, that seems to explode inside of me, tipped with a portion of patience or Reeeing what depends
on what I am reading! A soup of madness is cocking and I love every fucking minute of the awakening in this world! Sometimes in a great shape, sometimes paralysed!
And I have no fucking idea how this all will play out, at all!
But good things happen!
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Goodbye Australia.
You'll forever be in my heart.
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> A soup of madness is cocking
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$$$ ALL WARS ARE BANKSTER WARS $$$
George Soros Predicted Russia-Ukraine War In 1993, Desired To Use Europeans As Cannon Fodder

As the war in Ukraine rages on, there is little doubt that the human cost has been enormous for Ukraine, including what is likely more than 100,000 soldiers who have died in combat operations: https://rmx.news/russia/us-military-general-estimates-over-100000-russians-killed-or-wounded-in-ukraine/

However, there was one man who predicted much of what has come to pass in the battle in the east of Europe: George Soros.

The billionaire oligarch financier, often portrayed as a humanist, promoted a hard-nosed geopolitical strategy in his 1993 piece entitled “Toward a New World Order: The Future of NATO.”: https://www.georgesoros.com/1993/11/01/toward-a-new-world-order-the-future-of-nato/

In the piece, he outlines how Eastern Europeans could be used as the “manpower” in coming conflicts in an effort to reduce the number of deaths in Western countries, which Soros argues the West would not politically tolerate, unlike the east of Europe.

“The United States would not be called upon to act as the policeman of the world. When it acts, it would act in conjunction with others. Incidentally, the combination of manpower from Eastern Europe with the technical capabilities of NATO would greatly enhance the military potential of the Partnership
because it would reduce the risk of body bags for NATO countries, which is the main constraint on their willingness to act. This is a viable alternative to the looming world disorder,” wrote Soros in the article.

Soros acknowledges that the NATO countries have no appetite for “body bags,” but his statement implicitly indicates that Eastern Europeans can fill this role.

What Soros described appears to be unfolding exactly as he predicted regarding the war in Ukraine. Armed with high-end NATO weapons, Ukrainian soldiers are actively countering Russia, which Soros had already feared would become a nationalist nation opposed to the global order he was
promoting in 1993. The powerful Western countries have the necessary weapons, and Ukraine has the manpower. Given that Soros already saw the potential of what this symbiotic match could produce on the battlefield decades in advance will likely bolster his reputation as a calculating — and
perhaps ruthless — strategic thinker.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/george-soros-urged-use-eastern-european-soldiers-reduce-risk-body-bags-nato-countries
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Pepe taking down the deep state
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>>117983 (continued)
As Soros predicted, Ukrainian society appears to be tolerating the high death toll in its current conflict with Russia. During the Vietnam War, the U.S. lost 58,220 over the course of approximately 10 years, and yet, the war saw strong opposition from the American public. Despite a far higher death toll
in a far shorter period of time, Ukrainian society has seen little in terms of protests.

The lack of protest in Ukraine may also be helped by the fact that Ukraine has suspended most of civil society, banned opposition parties and media, and even outlawed the Russian Orthodox Church. Another key factor in society’s perspective on the conflict is that the war is taking place on Ukrainian
soil, which is a highly motivating factor for Ukrainian soldiers.

All those Ukrainian bodies, of course, have come with a major price tag for Russia, with the country’s cemeteries also filling up as quickly or even more so. Exact figures on casualties for either side remain unofficial and are likely inexact, but the war is costing both nations dearly in terms of life.

In the same article, Soros called for a “new world order.” The term is often derided in establishment media as a conspiracy theory, but Soros openly uses it. In addition, in the piece, the new world order he calls for is remarkably globalist and centralized. In other words, exactly the type of new world
order critics of his, such as Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán, have been warning about for over a decade.

“Therefore, the only basis for action is collective security. And that is where the problem lies. The collapse of the Soviet empire has created a collective security problem of the utmost gravity. Without a new world order, there will be disorder; that much is clear. But who will act as the world’s policeman?
That is the question that needs to be answered,” Soros wrote.

Soros outlines a number of his theories in the piece, referring to open and closed societies as well as the “theory of revolutionary change,” which he said he had also applied to financial markets. The billionaire describes how the dissolution of the Soviet Union presented new global security challenges
but also "opportunities" $$$$$$$$$$.

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/george-soros-urged-use-eastern-european-soldiers-reduce-risk-body-bags-nato-countries
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>Lake Worth woman describes antisemitic flyers in front of home
Oy vey, Keck!
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pig's here.
loaf's legit.
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>>117974
Will anything ever be done about it? It seems like corruption and treason is status-quo these days.
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Mornin Frens

*sigh*
Proto Creds shite today?

o7
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Good morning to all of you inglorious frogs. 8kun still suffering from pay to post proto. Always home in the bunker.
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Mornin'

Evidently so...

wonder who pissed off the SpamFag this time, kek.

>>117992
Pig, did you tickle the SpamFag this morning?

KEK

o7
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thank you captain obvious
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Jim could fix that by having a clocked captcha like Endchan does that gives you 10 seconds to fill in and submit to post, but he won't.
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who cares
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>>117990
>Proto Creds shite today?
Always when you kick the filthy hooknosed mongrels in the balls.
They try to hide the truth!
Enemy of the people!
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https://8kun.top/qresearch/res/18208696.html#18218519

#22320
>>18208703 DOUGH
>>18209228 FAA Headquarters surrounded by fences?
>>18209392 Trump Truth
>>18209449 Lavrov meets with president Ramaphosa in South Africa
>>18210094 Sherri Tenpenny warns that we'll see a "tsunami of deaths" in 2023
>>18210483 Brandon Tsay is the hero who bravely fought off the Monterey Park shooter and disarmed him. MP4
>>18211078 Russian State television is warning that WWIII could be imminent over Kaliningrad blockade.
>>18211371 links on Ivermectin & cancer:
>>18211611 Obama and his handlers effectively covered up the truth about Obama’s family history.
>>18211838 For the CLOSURE: LAST-FLAG-STANDING: Russell-Jay: Gould.
>>18212162 BABY KILLER MILITANT GROUP KNOWN AS ‘JANES REVENGE’ RELEASES NEW THREAT
>>18212434 Elon Musk asks why 'leaking' DOJ won't spill Epstein client list: 'Doesn't that seem odd?'
>>18208743 Lex Wexner: The Billionaire Bachelor On Pins and Needles with (1985)
>>18213782 petestrzok with the panic.
>>18214283 @SpaceForceDoD ICYMI, Space Delta 18 was established on 24 June to provide quality intelligence to U.S.
>>18214477 Caitlin Long’s Bitcoin Bank Custodia Is Suing The Federal Reserve
>>18217818 With the eyes of the world on the G7, Beijing reminded the West that it’s outnumbered by its competitors
>>18218297 People Have Sex Because They Eat Too Much?
>>18218404 Virtual press conference ft. retired generals will expose Biden’s ‘deliberate’ destruction of US military
>>18218514 @KariLake CONFIRMED: On Election Day, tabulators rejected nearly 1/4 MILLION Vote Attempts.
>>18218517 @KariLake Today’s Senate Testimony CONFIRMS nearly 40,000 ballots illegally counted
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Jan 24, 2023
https://globe.adsbexchange.com/
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too easy to crack for a Spam scripter
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I'm sure he knows it. Just too simple an approach
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NOPE.....BUT....WISH PIG DID
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kekity
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aye!
it is Taco Tuesday tho, so we have that going for us.
kek
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Odd that the spammer doesn't target this site though. It's hard to think a spam bot has enough time to crack a random captcha every 10 seconds. Is that freaking possible?
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I figured you weren't the spammer... kek.

When did the ProtoCreds get re-enabled? Nightshift or just within the last hour or so this morning?

o7
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not just these days it is the fact that they have been driven into the light
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ground level cam shot
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Yes, very much so.

Captcha Breakers work by analyzing the image for the consistent alpha-numeric patterns within the presented image, fills in the blank, rinse repeat.

The Image Grid Captchas like "Select all images with a BUS" were a bit more difficult... but AI as it has been ever expanding, can be used to analyze the image grid and provide accurate responses.
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mornin'
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LAKE RALLY

@KariLake
GET READY: @KariLake is holding a Rally on Sunday, January 29th!

Text KARI to 70789 for exclusive updates. You do NOT want to miss this. #savearizona

https://truthsocial.com/@KariLake/posts/109741325213084510
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This bunker sucks balls.
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>>118007

Mornin' Frater.

What sort of crazy initiated the Proto Counter Measures?

Anything this morning that tickled the spam pickle? kek
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>>118009
about 3 hours ago about maybe 4 been up for a while. Didn't notice much to trigger, just figure it is another day where the shills have no idea what shit show is going to happen to them.

>>118008
bunker has seen its share especially late last year when the attacks were hitting both sites.
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exactly.
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kek
M&M’s pulls ‘spokescandies’ amid right-wing outrage, before Super Bowl ad starring Maya Rudolph
-Candy maker Mars said it is replacing its M&Ms “spokescandies” with actress Maya Rudolph after facing right-wing criticism.
-Rudolph will star in the candy brand’s upcoming Super Bowl commercial.
-Conservatives, including Fox News host Tucker Carlson, claimed the makeovers the mascots got last year, including new shoes and personalities, were an example of a liberal agenda gone too far.
-Mars in December said it would return to the Super Bowl ad slate with a 30-second commercial, teasing the spot with an image of its seven M&M characters silhouetted on a football field.
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/23/mms-pulls-spokescandies-in-the-wake-of-right-wing-outrage.html
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I think it's better than giving your info away using a Proto account anyday. But take up that issue with Jimb.
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>>118018
unsure..
woke up to it.
we'll see what today brings.
kek
still owe ya a good answer, my friend. haven't forgotten.
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11667905/Antifa-terror-suspect-daughter-Pharma-China-giant-British-Foreign-Office-consultant.html

EXCLUSIVE - REVEALED: Atlanta Antifa terror suspect worked as a production assistant for CNN and is daughter of UK Foreign Office consultant and New Jersey-based Chinese pharma tycoon
Teresa Yue Shen, 31, was one of seven activists arrested in Atlanta last week
She previously worked for both CNN and Reuters as an intern before her arrest
DailyMail.com can reveal her father is a Chinese media mogul in New Jersey

An Antifa terror suspect who is part of the Atlanta cell is the daughter of a New Jersey-based Pharma China and a global diversity expert, DailyMail.com can reveal.

Teresa Yue Shen, 31, was one of seven activists arrested at the future $90million Atlanta Public Safety Training Centre in a 'clearing operation' on last week.

Mental health consultant Shen traveled from Brooklyn to Atlanta to protest the creation of 'cop city' – which has sparked violent clashes after a protestor was shot dead after allegedly shooting a Georgia State Police officer.

DailyMail.com can reveal that both of her parents are high-flying businesspeople, with her father running a New Jersey-based Chinese media company and her mother a former British Foreign Office consultant.
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SOOOOoooo..... Yesterday the shills were all attacking trump and the regeneron vaccine. when we called the out they changed tactics to Q not delivery on support. So today I go to call them out and guess what, Kun is Proto locked.

HOW CONVENIENT

TRUMP IS GLORIOUS
Q IS AWESOME
Anything of the contradiction is a slide by a shill
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PIG!
Hai.
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<GIANNI RUSSO SAYS SKINNY JOE HEAD OF PHILLY MOB SUPPLIED 20,000 VOTES AND GULLIANNI HAS ALL!!!
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>Chinese pharma tycoon is in antifa too

LOL, figures. Such "rebels" right?
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the bunker has become the short bus to h8kun.

sad.
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TRUMP TRUTHS
https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/posts/109744449328023549
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Skinny Nicky

In the latest clip, Gianni Russo revealed that Rudy Giuliani lives on his block. While he's had no dealings with the former New York City mayor, he claimed the politician is living in a rented apartment after his last divorce. The topic transitioned to the 2020 election, where Russo expressed his belief
that Donald Trump will win a second term.He also claimed that the Democrats paid the leader of the Philadelphia mob $3 million and sent him 30,000 blank ballots- none of which were for Trump. Russo also described the third time he killed someone after Pablo Escobar was seeking retaliation for
Russo killing one of his associates in self-defense.
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Shelby Busch's bombing run in the Arizona Senate today blew up the lies told by Maricopa County in Kari Lake's election hearing.

The rigging was worse than we were told.
And Shelby brought the receipts.

https://rumble.com/v26uvyy-shelby-bush-presentation-on-election-problems-to-arizona-senate-elections-c.html
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Last autumn the spammer targeted Endchan, and kept flooding us for months (2-3). He not just spammed /qrbunker/ but other boards suffered too. He tried to extort us (demanded $350), claiming that we are employed by Jim. lol
We changed captchas several times, as a response, he plugged his script into a human based resolver service, defeating all. We had to redirect our domains to the one domain that is behind CloudFlare to prevent his flood. Then, he tried to DDoS our server by sending millions of requests.
So yes, we had our fair share.
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you can get off at the next stop
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https://truthsocial.com/@JackPosobiec/posts/109744609334622122

@JackPosobiec
BREAKING: Zelensky thanks BlackRock, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, and others for their support of Ukraine. Adds that sending Ukraine heavier weapons, like Abrams tanks, represents a "big business" opportunity for US corporations
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WAIT, what about that time gerbil accidentally deleted a thread in mid bread and had to rebuild it.

gerbil remembers
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JIM WATKINS IS AN FBI ASSET
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There’s no hiding Biden’s fright over classified document scandal

January 22, 2023

Joe Biden is panicking.

An astonishing fifth trove of classified documents was discovered in the president’s Delaware mansion Friday, not by his own lawyers this time, but during a more thorough, 13-hour search by the Department of Justice while he holed up in his beach house in Rehoboth, which ought to be next on the
DOJ search list.

Biden’s Attorney General Merrick Garland has had the audacity to appoint a special counsel to investigate Biden.

His long-term trusted factotum Ron Klain is bailing out.

And someone at the White House is throwing his trusted longtime executive assistant Kathy Chung under the bus. The Washington Post quoted an anonymous insider last week saying that Chung “has confided to associates that she is distressed that she might have inadvertently been involved in
moving or storing classified material at the center, planting the seeds of the current uproar.” The fact that the loyal Chung was personally poached by Hunter Biden in 2012 to work for his father in the VP’s office apparently counts for nothing when it comes to offloading blame from the president.

That’s why Biden looked like a cornered rat in California last week (with aspiring heir Gavin Newsom leering over his shoulder) and lied through his teeth.

First, he snapped at a reporter who asked about the scandal and then dismissed the question as “a handful of documents were filed in the wrong place.”

Then he effectively issued a warning to Garland.

“I think you’re gonna find there’s nothing there,” he told reporters. “I have no regrets … There’s no there there.”

No there there? What a joke.

https://nypost.com/2023/01/22/theres-no-hiding-bidens-fright-over-classified-document-scandal/

[Show hidden user 1e3ac9]
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What is the code for Fuck China?
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They're throwing Biden under the bus because they have some other pawn that lefty plebs will adore more. At least that's my theory. Biden is useless to them now. If he wasn't, the media wouldn't cover this issue and the DOJ would sweep it under the rug.
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@DonaldJTrumpJr

·
33m
Hey Truth friends my first full length podcast is up on Rumble. Super psyched about it and can’t wait to continue to tweak the format etc. would love to hear your thoughts so check it out, sign up, and subscribe!￼

https://truthsocial.com/@DonaldJTrumpJr/posts/109744637483700447

WATCH HERE
https://rumble.com/v26uw72-don-jrs-inauguration.html
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>>118050
>they have some other pawn that lefty plebs will adore more
a pile of tinder would attract more adoration than Biden
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Jim Watkins is data mining the anons again.

Proto Doxing 101
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>He tried to extort us (demanded $350)
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>>117894
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>>118050
I think there have been too many missteps and they can't cover any more. They have been pushed into the light of day
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>This bunker sucks balls.
Everything is controlled by filthy hooknosed mongrels!
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BIG BUSINESS? BIG LAUNDRY BIZ MORE LIKE
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>>118054
Exactly! Which is why I absolutely will not post there while proto is up. Want to get doxed or spied on by feds? Just use proto.
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>>118023
Thank you Mr. Pig, happy to help keep the bunker warm with you in the meantime.

>>118026
Aye, will see what the day brings for sure.
Take your time on the comm fren, much bigger fish to fry right now it seems.

>>118031
>GAME THEORY.

It's interesting how little attention has been given to this particular crumb over the course of the drops.

>>118039
I member dis... It was like playing leapfrog to/from whatever board wasn't being shit on at the time. KEK

Today already seems like it's shaping up to be a Dasting Day for sure...

o7
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>>118059
Schnauze Judenkasper!
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Well, Well, Well...
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Whoopanzee.
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>>118065
>Thank you Mr. Pig, happy to help keep the bunker warm with you in the meantime.

big ghey
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>>118039
Would not be at all surprised if the spam bot was an alphabet agency.
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>>118039
>>118055
>>118060
I have to correct: it was $340.
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such kek
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QClock January 23, 2023 - Dirty Cops Paying Big

Future Proves Past - I think this one is pretty straight forward. Let me know if you need more of a synopsis.
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>>118071
yup and they just shut down the stock market
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>>118073
picrel
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TODAY IS THAT DAY
anons, can we get a link for optics?

AZ Court of Appeals to decide whether to expedite Lake bid to overturn election results

On Jan. 24, the state Court of Appeals will decide whether to expedite a bid by Kari Lake to overturn the results of the gubernatorial election she lost.

https://kjzz.org/content/1835275/az-court-appeals-decide-whether-expedite-lake-bid-overturn-election-results
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thawth
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>>118075
but it was just a
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>>117993
Why one arm skinny and one arm huge?
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>>117837
[hand-wringing intensifies]

[Show hidden user 1e3ac9]
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kekity
>>118006
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>>118082
they gonny make their move. watch and see.
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>>118072

Did he also tell you that he has a virus on your servers with access to your Web Cam that automatically turns on and starts recording you whenever you're wanking in front of a computer (my my don't you have spicy pr0n interests!)

And also that if you didn't send him the $340 in bitcoin to a randomized wallet, that he would release all his "saved" footage of you wanking it to Pterodactyl porn while a midget fuk's a woman's shoe in the background as he barks like a dog?

I mean..... I don't know about you fren... But I'd be terrified, I'd have paid him $350 and said the $10 was a tip.

KEK
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>>118083
[dasting.png]
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Hooo boy.... Stonk days today...

SpamFag takes down NYSE with iPhone farm bank of bullshite trades? Overload the server before open... Break system.... receive bacon?
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>>118039
>demanded $350
I knew it was that Goddamn Lockness Monsta!
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>>118077

1 CA-CV 22-0779 LAKE v. HOBBS, et al. Jan. 23, 2023 5:45 PM

https://apps.supremecourt.az.gov/aacc/1ca/1cacase.htm

https://apps.supremecourt.az.gov/aacc/1ca/1cacalendar.htm

https://apps.supremecourt.az.gov/aacc/appella/1CA/CV/CV220779.PDF
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>5:45
17:45

YESSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!
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i dont even feel like using my free protatoes
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>>118084
>>118081
Nevermind...
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Jim Watkins' testimony to Congress revealed him to be a honest guy, focused on protecting the interests of 8Kun and anons.

Whatever he needs to do, he needs to do. It's his site.
Posting there is always a privilege created by Jim.

Thanks for everything, Jim.
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>>118095
left-hand vs. right-hand path?

[Show hidden user 1e3ac9]

 Anonymous about an hour ago Id: 1e3ac9 (18) [Preview] No. 118099 [X] del >>118103

10:30AM
Defense Department Briefing
General Daniel Hokanson, chief of the National Guard Bureau and member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, briefs reporters at the Pentagon.

https://www.c-span.org/video/?525536-1/national-guard-chief-briefs-reporters-pentagon&live

https://www.dvidshub.net/webcast/30999

[Show hidden user 1e3ac9]
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TRENDS
#MAGARepublicans https://twitter.com/search?q=%2523MAGARepublican
Trump https://twitter.com/search?q=Trump
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>>118074
QClock January 23, 2023 - What is Snowden's Mission?
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>>118075

They're "dark winter" was likely planned, sadly. Get ready and be prepared.

https://www.the-sun.com/news/7211759/russian-warship-hypersonic-missiles-us-coast/
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>>118099
>WSJ News Exclusive

'''U.S. Leans Toward Providing Abrams Tanks to Ukraine
Deliveries would be part of deal to enable provision of German-built Leopards'''

https://www.wsj.com/articles/poland-formally-requests-german-permission-to-send-tanks-to-ukraine-11674558492
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>>118102
>Get ready and be prepared.
for the precipice you mean?
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>>118086
That's why you should at least cover-up your webcam. Me? I don't have one, I physically took it out on my two laptops, plus I removed WebRTC and WebGL from my web browsers preventing side channel attacks like that.
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>>118097
>left-hand vs. right-hand path?
It reminds me of a metal album by Entombed which I haven't heard in a while. THX

Entombed - Left Hand Path [Full Album]
https://youtube.com/watch?v=tsdWLtPAVqM [Embed]
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Nancy Pelosi
Nahn- C P-eh Low See
CP
CP - where the emphasis is on her name

coinky?
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>>118105
doesn't matter.
the screen can see you.
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>>118098
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>>118104
I mean have extra food and water in you basement with any other essentials you may need, and a way to dispose human waste. If you live in a major city too late, don't worry about it, you'll be ash.
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>>118102
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>>118108
Maybe modern ones, would not be so surprised, but can you back up that claim?
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>>118105
Been taping webcams over since they started building them into laptops... kek

WebGL is used by a lot of browser games, that's an interesting notabru attack vector...

>>118108
Kek.... yuuuuup...

>>118111
picrel
Never give up, Never surrender
o7
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>>118111
At that point, fighting who? I'll be fighting to keep my property and family safe. Sure as hell not fighting for a corrupt government.
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>>118108
>doesn't matter.
>the screen can see you.
That's really Keck!
All-seeing Pepe.
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>>118110
>you'll be ash.
ok, then i hope it doesn't hurt
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>>118018
>Proto Counter Measure
spammers hit in a group over night and the bred was locked initially, then proto was initiated to kia the spammers. -bv
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Do you believe in coincidences?

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-news/2023/01/23/gay-clubs-run-seminaries-says-pope-benedict-posthumous-attack/

‘Gay clubs’ run in seminaries, says Pope Benedict in posthumous attack on Francis
New book by the late pontiff makes extraordinary claims about the Catholic Church under his progressive successor
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>>118117
I think it would be a split second so probably very very brief and not a lot of time for your brain to fully respond to what's happening. Over in a flash.

>>118116 (you)
I'm getting even more paranoid honestly, is there actually any proof of that?
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>>118115
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>>118118

Y'know... Hearing the GOP claiming they're going to vote to abolish the IRS... was interesting...

But went very quiet it seems...
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>>118112
it's observable, difficult to see though.
the tech is highly advanced. beyond thought, actually.
trying to put it into words is difficult.
you just have to see it for yourself.
the only word i can currently associate with the phenomenon is "Quantum".
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>>118122
Luckily I live rural enough I don't think I'd be directly impacted. I live about 50 minutes drive away from the suburbs of a city, so should be OK unless Russia uses some 100MT yield nuke. Then I'd probably be engulfed by wildfire.
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>>118121
>Over in a flash.
it won't happen and
nobody's going to push the red button because winnings and such, ya know
comfy af
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>>118121
>I'm getting even more paranoid honestly,
Keck.
is there actually any proof of that?
Only ONE!
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>>118121
>>118124

See wiki-leak Vault 7 RE: CIA/NSA tools embedded into every aspect of modern tech.

Fren... They can map your house using the wifi transmitter in your phone by analyzing the signal strength and running it through an algorithm that can extrapolate a "mapping" based on the SigStr fluctuations as your GPS is active (even when disabled) as you move about your house in daily life.

There's far more to it than that... but that's just one example.
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Habby Tongue Out Tuesday
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>>118124
X-ray vision then? Possible with current tech no doubt. Is that why they show pics of hackers using face masks, or why Snowden used a sheet over his face and laptop?
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>>118112
http://worrydream.com/refs/Sutherland%20-%20The%20Ultimate%20Display.pdf
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>>118124
>difficult to see though.
try these
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>>117779
BO here
Due to spam attack on QR, it's busy in here.
Will E-BAKE this bread, so notes don't get way too long.
Could use BAKER for next bread and COLLECTOR for this one.
STAY TUNED FOR E-BAKE.....
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>>118121
>I'm getting even more paranoid honestly, is there actually any proof of that?

don't get paranoid. no fear. they feed off it. you are here for a reason.
relax.
Pax Tibi
o7
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>>118129
Keep that tongue away from my peanut butter
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>>118121
>>118135
No Fear
o7
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>>118128
you readin' my mind again, heh?
kek
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night shift during the day
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>>118125

 Anonymous 14 minutes ago Id: 4d094a (16) [Preview] No. 118148 [Hide User Posts] [X] del

>>118139

KEK
I'm still amazed that out of everyone I know... They're still dumbfounded when I explain this shit to them and half the time in disbelief...

I think my favorite morsel to tell people is to Apple fans... And telling them I can bypass their login mechanism by booting a utility embedded in the Proprietary HDMI cable Apple requires people to use if you want to plug your laptop into your TV...

Yeah... More than a few pale faces after that truth.

>>118143
As Zelensky is thanking BlackRock, JP Morgan, and Goldman Sachs... for all their support in Ukraine.

It's amazing how blatant the lies... And equally scary that there are still people that genuinely think Russia is the enemy...

Aye, Mr. Pig....
>No Fear

o7
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>>118143
putin's just another WEF waterboy, piggy.
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>>118143
Russia's not really an enemy of the people, but I wouldn't be so sure they wouldn't take full advantage of the deep state's stupid war hawking policies to neutralize us anyway if our government did pose a threat.
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Godfather III

Putin has spent a lifetime in the belly of the beast going all the way back to his KGB days...
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He didn't attend the last time and their media actually started bashing Davos over their support for Ukraine.
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forgot
try this out. see if it helps

https://youtube.com/watch?v=ea80AEjiBhs [Embed]
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Here's the current propaganda report.
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GoFundMe coming?

https://twitter.com/WarMonitors/status/1617574254609940500

clique it, niggas
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